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MENPMENTS TO THE CLAIMS

I
This listing of the claims replaces all prior versions, and listings, of

Claims in the application:
i

TJSTTNG OF CLAIMS
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(Cancelled)

(Cancelled)

(Currently Amended) A method as claimed in claim 2, wherein the step

of changing a number translation table comprises a stop of asoociatingA

melfaod of porting a directory number within a local telephone service area

served bv a distributed switch call manager (DSCM\ comprising the steps

ofc

a) selecting at least one of a media gateway (M.G) and a line gateway

fLG) through which to serve the ported directory number;

b^ re-orovisioning the DSCM to address call control messages associated

with the ported directory number to the at least one of the MG and the

LG bv changing a number translation table in the DSCM to associate

the ported directory number with a signaling path to the at least one of

theMG and the LG.

(Original) A method of expanding an area for local number

portability in which directory numbers, served by first and second

distributed switch call managers (DSCMs) of a broadband transport

network (BTN), are ported from the first to the second DSCM, comprising

a step of establishing a signaling path through the BTN from the first
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DSCM to one of a media gateway (MG) and a line gateway (LG) located in

an area served by the second DSCM, wherein the one of the MG and the

LG is used to provide service to subscribers having directory numbers

ported to the area served by the second DSCM.

(Original) A method as claimed in claim 4, further comprising a

step of changing number translation tables in the first DSCM to associate

the ported number with the one of the MG and the LG.

(Original) A method as claimed in claim 4, v/herein the at least

one of the MG and the LG is enabled to exchange control messages with

more than one DSCM.

p. (Original) A method as claimed in claim 4, further comprising a

\
step of provisioning the at least one of the MG and the LG to exchange

j

control messages with more than one DSCM.

k (Cancelled)

PAGE8/15*RCVDA"

;9. (Currently Amended) A mothod as claimed inr-claim 8, wherein

thn r.tnp nf provisioning the LG comprises steps-efeA method of porting a

directory number of a telephone service subscriber whose directory number

is served by a distributed switch call manager (DSCM') of a broadband

transport network (BT1SD, comprising steps of:

a) provisioning a line gateway (LG} to exchange signaling messages

with the DSCM;
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110.

provisioning a subscriber line between the LG and the subscriber's

ported location:

c\ provisioning the DSCM to direct call control messaging associated

with the subscriber's directory number to the LG;

aM> establishing a signaling path through the BTN between the DSCM

and the LG; and

bte) provisioning the LG to send call control messages over the signaling

path to the DSCM.

(Original) A method as claimed in claim 8, wherein the step of

provisioning the DSCM comprises a step of changing directory number

translation tables in the DSCM so that directory numbers ported to the LG

are associated with a signaling path through the BTN to the LG.

;11. (Original) A method of porting a directory number and all service

]
features associated with a telephone service subscriber whose directory

|
number is served by a first distributed switch call manager (DSCM) of a

broadband transport network (BTN) to a subscriber line in an area served

. by a second DSCM ofthe BTN, comprising steps of:

a) provisioning a line interface (LI) at a service switching point to which

the directory number is to be ported and connecting a subscriber line

for the ported directory number to the line interface;

b) provisioning a signaling path from the first DSCM to the LI through a

media gateway (MG) connected to the service switching point; and

c) provisioning the first DSCM to use the signaling path for call control

messaging associated with the directory number to be ported.
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12.

;13.

(Original) A method as claimed in claim 1 1, wherein the step of

provisioning the signaling path comprises a step of selecting an MG

adapted to route call control messages to more than one DSCM.

(Original) A method as claimed in claim 11, wherein the step of

provisioning the signaling path comprises a step of changing a number

translation table in the DSCM to associate the ported number with the

signaling path.

114; (Cancelled)
;

i

j

1 5 . (Currently Amended) A method as claimed in claim 11, wherein

th^ qtap-^f pmvir.irming the DSCM comprises steps bf:A method of

enabling local number and service feature portability within a telephone

service area served bv at least two central offices fCOs) having respective

control modules (CM&). comprising steps of:

a) dermmmi'ssionine each of the CMs and installing a distributed switch

call manager (DSCM^ connected to a broadband transport network

(PTN) ;

b^ provisioning the DSCM to control components of each of the at least

two CPs bv routing control messages through media gateways (MGs)

connected to the respective CPs:

c) porting a directory number served bv one of the at least two CPs, to a

subscriber line served bv another of the at least two CPs bv changing

number translation tables in the DSCM used to direct call control

messages to the CP to which the directory number is ported: •
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• eM} establishing signaling paths through the BTN between the DSCM and

j the MGs ofthe respective COs; and
i

i

; provisioning the DSCM with a number translation table used to select

j
signaling paths through which call control messages are transmitted

for ported directory numbers.

r

be. (Original) A method as claimed in claim 14s wherein the at least

• two COs are selected in accordance with an expected demand for local

number portability.

i

|17. (Original) A method as claimed in claim 14, wherein an area in

j
which the local number and service feature portability is enabled is

;
enlarged, comprising steps of:

i

i

1
a) decommissioning another CM in of another Central Office (CO) in

i

• the local telephone service area; and

i
b) provisioning the DSCM to control components of the other CO by

j

routing call control messages through media gateways connected to
r

i the other CO.
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